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A B S T R A C T   

Proton exchange membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) is projected to become a key technology to enable the 
decarbonisation of ‘hard to abate’ sectors of the economy. However, the technology’s reliance on iridium, one of 
the scarcest elements on Earth, as an oxygen evolution reaction catalyst, has led to uncertainty over whether a 
large-scale PEMWE industry can be realised. This work investigates the future iridium demand of the global 
PEMWE sector and examines how different catalyst strategies can improve iridium utilisation in the anode 
catalyst. Iridium utilisation targets necessary to avoid a situation where the PEMWE sector becomes limited by 
iridium supply are reviewed. Modelling the iridium demand of the PEMWE sector shows that iridium utilisation 
needs to improve by an order of magnitude by 2050 to avoid iridium supply limiting the capacity expansion. 
Furthermore, implementing closed-loop iridium recycling by 2035 would increase the installed capacity in 2050 
by ∼2.7x compared to a scenario with no iridium recycling. If these two conditions are met, global PEMWE 
capacity could reach 1.3 TW by 2050 using only 20% of annual global primary iridium supply, which we 
consider to be realistic given future demand projections. Different types of iridium-based anode catalysts are 
compared in terms of iridium utilisation using membrane electrode assembly (MEA) testing data from the 
literature, with the order found to be supported nanoparticles ≈ extended surface structures > mixed oxides 
> nanoparticles. The need to place greater research focus on catalyst stability and the ability to make homo-
geneous catalyst layers at low iridium loadings is discussed. As a main result, it is found that a terrawatt-scale 
PEMWE industry can avoid being constrained by iridium supply if technological development of a similar 
level to that seen in PEM fuel cells and high iridium recycling rates are realised.   

1. Introduction 

Hydrogen produced using power from renewable sources, colloqui-
ally known as “green hydrogen”, is expected to be a key factor in 
decarbonising the global economy. Green hydrogen can act both as an 
energy vector, for example as a fuel for heavy-duty vehicles, and as a 
sustainable chemical feedstock [1]. Proton exchange membrane water 
electrolysis (PEMWE) is particularly well suited to this task due to its 
high power density and fast load-following capability, and is expected to 
make up 40% of the green hydrogen market [2,3]. Several studies, 
including those by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [4–6], the 
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) [7], the Hydrogen 
Council [1] and the German government [2] have projected rapid in-
creases in green hydrogen production via water electrolysis in the next 
few decades, if decarbonisation pledges are to be met. These studies vary 

in the way they project electrolysis capacity to increase. In this work, the 
IEA’s Announced Pledges Scenario (APS) projection [5] was used as a 
conservative capacity increase scenario, while the IEA’s Net Zero 
Emissions by 2050 scenario (NZE) [5] and the Hydrogen Council’s 
projections were used as more ambitious options (Fig. 1, with formulae 
and assumptions in the Supporting Information (SI)). In the IEA APS, 
which is based on all announced national targets to reduce emissions, 
PEMWE capacity will need to increase from today’s 0.3 GW to ∼80 GW 
by 2030 and ∼580 GW by 2050. The IEA NZE requires capacity to grow 
to ∼220 GW by 2030 and ∼1130 GW by 2050. 

Iridium oxide (IrOx) is used to catalyse the kinetically unfavourable 
anodic oxygen evolution half-reaction (OER) during PEMWE, as it pro-
vides the best balance of activity and stability under PEMWE conditions 
[8]. However, iridium supply is constrained and inelastic, as iridium is a 
minor by-product of mining for other platinum-group metals (PGMs), 
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predominantly platinum mining in southern Africa, which is the source 
of over 90% of primary iridium supplied to the market annually [9]. 
Indeed, iridium typically accounts for only 2–4% of the overall PGM 
grade in the ore [9]. In the absence of a significant expansion of plat-
inum mining in this region, mined iridium supply is not expected to 
increase above the current level of around 7–8 t yr-1 [9]. As such, and 
given competing demands for the metal for spark plugs, ballast water 
treatment, process catalysts for acetic acid plants, copper foil 
manufacturing for lithium batteries and making crystals for the elec-
tronics industry, iridium supply has the potential to limit the deploy-
ment of PEMWE capacity, unless the efficiency of iridium use in the 
technology is maximised. Although PEMWE also uses platinum as the 
cathode catalyst, platinum supplies are not expected to limit PEMWE 
capacity growth, since the global supply of platinum is much larger 
(∼190 t yr-1) and more elastic than for iridium [9]. Furthermore, the 
thrifting of platinum in the cathode is more advanced than iridium on 
the anode due to extensive R&D in the hydrogen fuel cell area. There-
fore, this work considers only iridium’s potential to limit PEMWE 
expansion. 

There are relatively few studies on the feasibility of a large-scale 
PEMWE industry in terms of iridium demand. A study [10] commis-
sioned by the German Mineral Resources Agency (DERA) examined 
PEMWE iridium demand based on the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways 
(SSPs) defined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) [11]. The study found that by 2040, the global annual iridium 
demand for PEMWE will reach 10 t yr-1 in the SSP2 (‘Middle of the 
Road’) and 34 t yr-1 in the SSP1 (‘Sustainability – Taking the Green 
Road’). Clearly, demand volumes of these magnitudes would place a 
severe limitation on the expansion of PEMWE capacity. However, the 
impact of iridium recycling from end-of-life (EoL) membrane electrode 
assemblies (MEAs) was not included in the calculations. Furthermore, a 
fixed value of iridium utilisation (iridium needed per mass of hydrogen 
produced) was assumed, meaning that the potential for R&D to improve 
the technology was not taken into account. 

A study by the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific 
Research (TNO) [12,13] identified iridium as the most constrained 
critical raw material for PEMWE and found that improved iridium uti-
lisation in MEAs could reduce the EU’s PEMWE demand in 2050 from 
122% of global annual primary supply to only 6%. A recent study on the 
industrialisation of water electrolysis in Germany (IndWEDe) [2], 
commissioned by the Federal Ministry for Digital and Transport 
(BMDV), went into further detail by assuming a continuous improve-
ment in iridium utilisation in their innovative scenario when modelling 

the iridium demand of the German PEMWE sector. Kiemel et al. [3] and 
Minke et al. [14] built on these studies by introducing effective iridium 
recycling within the German and global PEMWE sectors, respectively. 
Minke et al. concluded that, with effective recycling and a dramatic 
reduction of iridium loadings on MEAs, a global PEMWE capacity on the 
order of 100 GW can be reached by 2050 without placing undue pres-
sure on iridium supplies. However, this study assumed a single, stepwise 
reduction in iridium utilisation from 0.33 mgIr W-1 to 0.05 mgIr W-1 in 
2035, which is not realistic. 

Developing on these previous studies, in the first half of this paper a 
detailed model of global future iridium demand for GW- and TW-scale 
deployment of PEMWE is presented. This study aims to provide the 
most comprehensive analysis of global PEMWE iridium demand to date 
by including the effects of improvement in iridium utilisation with time, 
effective iridium recycling and MEA lifetime extension. The model 
makes realistic assumptions for other variables based on the literature 
and includes sensitivity studies. This enables us to project the possible 
future size of the PEMWE sector and the conditions necessary for it to be 
realised. 

In order to achieve the required improvement in iridium utilisation, 
advancements in the performance of the PEMWE OER catalysts will be 
necessary. OER catalysts based on iridium can vary in terms of 
morphology, crystallinity, surface area, support material and composi-
tion. Several studies have reviewed the different types of iridium-based 
catalysts developed for PEMWE and their ability to improve iridium 
utilisation [15–23]. 

The second half of the paper gives an overview of the various tech-
nological levers that can be used to improve iridium utilisation, focusing 
particularly on the OER catalyst. The performances in the real-world 
application of different catalyst types from the literature are directly 
compared by normalising some of the resistances expected in a MEA. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the different catalyst types in 
improving iridium utilisation are discussed, and the most promising 
strategies identified. 

2. Iridium-specific power density targets 

The efficiency of iridium use is improved by obtaining the maximum 
catalytic activity from each iridium atom in the catalyst, i.e. maximising 
the iridium utilisation. 

A useful way of measuring iridium utilisation is iridium-specific 
power density (Ir-PD), which can be defined as the mass in milligrams 
of iridium required to draw a Watt of nominal power towards hydrogen 
production in the MEA cell stack of an electrolyser, in units of mgIr W-1. 
The nominal power reported here refers to the MEA cell only and does 
not include balance of plant inefficiencies, with the conversion from 
system to cell efficiency shown in Fig. 2b. 

In order to estimate the future iridium demand of the PEMWE sector, 
the improvement in iridium utilisation was first modelled. A global 
overview of Ir-PD targets defined by governmental and intergovern-
mental bodies (blue and red symbols) and academia (green crosses) was 
collated and plotted in Fig. 2a [2,7,24–29]. 

There is no clear consensus as to what constitutes today’s 
(2020–2022) state-of-the-art (SoA) Ir-PD performance, with figures 
ranging between 0.34 and 2.0 mgIr W-1. These SoA figures are given by a 
recent study on the industrialisation of water electrolysis in Germany 
(IndWEDe) (0.34 mgIr W-1) [2], the U.S. Department of Energy 
Hydrogen Program (DoE) (0.53 mgIr W-1) [24], IRENA (1.3 mgIr W-1) 
[7], the EU’s Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking (FCH2JU) 
[29] and its successor, the Clean Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (CHJU) 
[28] (2 mgIr W-1), the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and In-
dustry (METI) (2 mgIr W-1) [30] and an academic paper by Babic et al. 
(0.5 mgIr W-1) [25]. There is also scatter in the projected Ir-PD targets 
going forwards, as there are several assumptions involved in setting such 
targets, such as the growth of the PEMWE sector, the portion of global 
green hydrogen production provided by PEMWE, MEA lifetimes and 

Fig. 1. Projected global PEMWE capacity derived from data from the IEA APS 
[5] (green line), IEA NZE [5] (red line) and the Hydrogen Council [1] (blue 
line). For assumptions and details on how the targets were derived, see Section 
S1 in the SI. 
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operational loading factors. 
Due consideration must be given to MEA lifetime when evaluating 

performance. While very impressive Ir-PDs can be reached under short- 
term testing, these power densities may not be sustained over the 
operational lifetime of a MEA due to catalyst degradation. This could be 
part of the explanation for the spread in the SoA Ir-PD figures, as the 
different studies define their SoA performance at different degradation 
rates, or do not stipulate degradation rates alongside their Ir-PD targets. 
Ir-PD values with stipulated degradation rates (IndWEDe, DoE, CHJU, 
FCH2JU, METI) are likely to be more realistic than those that do not 
consider catalyst degradation explicitly (IRENA, Babic et al.). For 
example, the DoE Ir-PD targets are given alongside a cell degradation 
rate of 3.2 µV h-1 at 2 A cm-2 for 2022, which should decrease to 
1.6 µV h-1 at 3 A cm-2 by 2030 [24]. In future, Ir-PD figures should be 
quoted alongside a MEA degradation rate, to indicate their relevance for 
commercial PEMWE. A good way of doing this is reporting the increase 
in cell operating voltage (Ecell, V) with time at fixed current density, as 
done by the DoE. Alternatively, a stability number could be reported, 
following the work of Geiger et al. [31]. 

Considering the governmental/intergovernmental targets, the 
IndWEDe and DoE figures (red symbols) are significantly more ambi-
tious than the CHJU, FCH2JU, METI and IRENA figures (blue symbols). 
To simplify the picture, the IndWEDe and DoE targets were used to 
model an optimistic technological development scenario, and the CHJU, 
FCH2JU, METI and IRENA to model a conservative scenario, by fitting 
exponential decay functions to the targets. Each Ir-PD value along the 
optimistic and conservative scenario curves is defined at a correspond-
ing cell operating voltage, which decreases with time as shown in 
Fig. 2b. Fig. 2b was obtained by fitting a line of best fit to system elec-
tricity consumption targets from governmental/intergovernmental or-
ganisations (see Section S3.5 and Fig. S4 in the SI). 

Improving Ir-PD will necessitate decreasing the iridium loadings of 
MEAs. It has been shown that MEAs with lower loadings can degrade 
faster and have shorter lifespans due to dissolution of iridium [32] 
(although MEA lifespan is not solely determined by iridium dissolution). 
Therefore, for MEAs with lower loadings to have equivalent lifespans, 
the stability of the catalyst will need to improve. The degree of this 
improvement will affect what Ir-PD values can be reached and, there-
fore, what technological development scenario it will follow. In the 

conservative scenario it was assumed that dissolution would be the 
limiting factor in Ir-PD reduction. From the work of Yu et al. [33] it is 
possible to estimate that over a 10-year lifespan at a load factor of 0.6 
(see Section 3 & 4 for justification), an iridium loading of 0.65 mgIr cm-2 

would undergo complete dissolution for their particular catalyst, i.e. a 
minimum loading of 0.65 mgIr cm-2 is currently necessary for a 10-year 
lifetime (calculation in Section S2.5). Assuming that the stability of the 
IrOx catalyst never improves much beyond this, while also accounting 
for the fact that Ecell is projected to decrease in the future (Fig. 2b), 
leading to less voltage-dependent iridium dissolution, the conservative 
scenario Ir-PD reduction fitting was constrained to 0.10 mgIr W-1 at 
1.58 V (2050 Ecell), which corresponds to a loading of 0.23 mgIr cm-2 

(see Section S5.1). The optimistic scenario reaches 0.04 mgIr W-1 at 
1.58 V using an unconstrained fit, which corresponds to a lower loading 
limit of 0.10 mgIr cm-2 (see Pathway 4 in Section 6), implying at least a 
two-fold increase in catalyst stability. It is worth noting that, although 
these Ir-PD targets may seem very ambitious compared to the current 
SoA, Ohno et al. [34] and Rozain et al. [35] have already demonstrated 
MEA testing results that get very close to these targets, 0.05 mgIr W-1 and 
0.09 mgIr W-1 at 1.58 V and 80 ◦C (values adjusted to 50 µm thick 
Nafion® 212), respectively (see Fig. 8a). For further details of the fitting, 
see the SI. 

The assumptions employed to derive the academic Ir-PD targets were 
different to those used by the governmental and intergovernmental or-
ganisations. Bernt et al. [27] considered the Ir-PD required if green 
hydrogen were to replace all fossil fuels in the mobility sector, Babic 
et al. [25] assumed a scenario where green hydrogen would act as the 
major storage vector for all primary energy and Taie et al. [26] assumed 
that green hydrogen would replace the natural gas sector. While these 
figures provide a useful guide for the necessary technological 
improvement, these studies assume that 100% of green hydrogen will be 
produced via PEMWE, instead of the 40% figure projected by IndWEDe 
[2]. Furthermore, they do not explicitly take into account iridium 
recycling, which can be expected to significantly mitigate the iridium 
demand of the PEMWE sector [14]. Therefore, these figures were 
considered to be more speculative than those put forward by gov-
ernmental/intergovernmental bodies and are hereafter omitted from the 
modelling. 

In the first half of this paper, these two clear Ir-PD technology 

Fig. 2. a) Ir-PD targets collated from governmental/intergovernmental bodies and academia [2,7,24–29], defined at the cell operating voltage at each point in time 
(top x axis). The blue and red lines show the conservative and optimistic technological development scenarios, respectively. For details of the fitting, see Section S2.4. 
b) Cell operating voltage and electricity consumption with time (magenta line), which was derived based on literature projections of the electricity consumption of a 
PEMWE system, shown in light blue (see Section S3.5 for working and Fig. S4 for fitting). 
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development scenarios are used to model the relationship between 
PEMWE capacity growth and iridium demand, incorporating the effect 
of recycling. The second half of the paper examines the likelihood of 
hitting these Ir-PD scenarios, along with strategies for doing so. 

3. Modelling PEMWE iridium demand 

In this section a model for the future iridium demand of the PEMWE 
sector is presented and used to calculate the amount of iridium needed to 
achieve the IEA APS and NZE capacity targets (Fig. 1) for the two 
technological development scenarios defined in Fig. 2. The assumptions 
made in the model are shown in Table 1, while the justifications and 
sensitivity studies for the values assumed can be found in Section S3. 

The overall global recycling rate of iridium (i.e. the percentage of 
iridium in EoL components that is recovered for reuse) from industrial 
processes was estimated in 2011 at 40–50% [36]. Unlike for some in-
dustrial uses of iridium (such as spark plugs and ballast water treat-
ment), in PEMWE the iridium is not used up or lost irretrievably. 
Therefore, the recycling rate from EoL PEMWE MEAs can be expected to 
be significantly higher than the current average for industrial processes. 
A useful comparison can be made with PGM recovery rates in autoca-
talysts, an established recycling route, which stand at around 50–70% 
today [37,38]. Autocatalysts are recycled in an open-loop system, where 
ownership of the PGM is not retained by the vehicle manufacturer, 
resulting in significant losses in collecting EoL autocatalysts, because 
collection relies on the vehicle owner and scrap recovery network (and 
recovered metal is sold on the open market). Closed-loop recycling, 
where ownership of the PGM is retained by either the equipment 
manufacturer or equipment owner, resulting in them having a strong 
interest in recovering the PGM, is known to lead to much higher overall 
recovery rates, all else being equal. 

Given that there is insufficient data currently available on iridium 
recycling rates from EoL PEMWE MEAs, the 2020 overall recycling rate 
was assumed to be 70%, i.e. the upper limit of the autocatalyst recycling 
range. From there, recycling rates were assumed to increase linearly to 
maximum rates in 2035, dependent on the nature of the collection 
approach (open or closed-loop), legislation on product stewardship and 
varying technical success in flowsheet losses. The base case was assumed 
to be a scenario where closed-loop recycling is implemented with strict 
legislation and high technical recycling rates are reached, such as the 
97% recovery demonstrated by Carmo et al. [39], increasing the overall 
recycling rate to the theoretical upper limit of 100% by 2035 for 
simplicity. Sensitivity studies of the impact of different overall iridium 
recycling rates are presented in the SI and Section 4. It should be 
emphasised, however, that these scenarios are not predictions of future 
recovery rates. 

The total iridium demand of the PEMWE sector in year i (İrtotal demand
i , t 

yr-1) necessary to satisfy both the annual rate of new capacity addition in 
each capacity projection (Ċnew

i , GW yr-1) and the replacement of capacity 

corresponding EoL MEAs (Ċreplacement
i ) was calculated according to Eq. 

(1), using the conservative and optimistic Ir-PD functions from Fig. 2. 
Replacement of capacity that is at EoL is necessary to maintain the same 
baseline capacity. 

İrtotal demand
i = İrnew capacity

i + İrreplacement
i (1.1)  

İrtotal demand
i = (Ċ

new

i + Ċreplacement
i )⋅IrPDi (1.2)  

where IrPDi is the Ir-PD in year i. 
The capacity that needs to be replaced each year was calculated by 

assuming a normal distribution with a mean of 10 years for the lifetime 
of MEAs (see the SI for details and a sensitivity study of MEA lifetime). A 
normal distribution was assumed as it is more realistic than a fixed 10- 
year lifecycle. 

This total iridium demand needs to be satisfied by a combination of 
recycled and primary (i.e. newly-mined iridium, from global annual 
supply) iridium. The amount of recycled iridium available each year 
(İrrecycled

i ) was calculated using the normal distribution of MEA lifetimes 
described above. 

İrrecycled
i = İrtotal demand

i− τ ⋅γrecycling (2)  

where İrtotal demand
i− τ is the total iridium demand of the PEMWE sector in 

year i-τ, with τ varying according to the normal distribution of lifetime, 
and γrecycling is the overall recycling efficiency. 

The annual amount of primary iridium needed (İrprimary
i ) was then 

calculated according to Eq. (3): 

İrprimary
i = İrtotal demand

i − İrrecycled
i (3) 

Finally, the cumulative mass of iridium accumulating in the PEMWE 
sector (Ircum

i , t) was calculated using Eq. (4): 

Ircum
i = Ircum

i− 1 + İrprimary
i (4) 

This model was used to project the evolution of PEMWE iridium 
demand up to 2050 for the IEA APS and NZE capacity growth projections 
using the conservative and optimistic technological development sce-
narios, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The equivalent analysis of the 
Hydrogen Council capacity growth can be found in Section S4, along 
with sensitivity studies for MEA lifetime, PEMWE market share, load 
factor and iridium recycling rate. 

The iridium demand projections were compared to an iridium 
availability value of 20% (1.5 t yr-1) of global primary supply (dashed 
red lines). Although currently all iridium mined annually is already 
accounted for by other sectors [9], there is considerable potential for 
demand reduction in uses such as spark plugs for internal combustion 
engines, where replacement with platinum is a possibility. Therefore, we 
consider 20% of annual primary supply being available for PEMWE 
without placing unsustainable pressure on iridium supplies to be a 

Table 1 
Assumptions used for modelling PEMWE iridium demand and capacity growth. For the literature background 
that these values are based on, see the SI.  

Annual global primary iridium supplya[9] 7.5 t yr-1 

Iridium recycling rate from EoL MEAs linear rise: 70% in 2020 to 100% in 2035 
MEA lifetime (τ)[7,28] 10 years (normal distribution, see SI) 
Load factor[40] 0.6 
PEMWE green hydrogen market share[2,3] 40% 
System electricity consumption (seeFig. 2a) 2022: 52.2 kWh kgH2

− 1 to 2050:  
45.3 kWh kgH2

− 1  

a Note that, besides mining and recycling, iridium could also be sourced from stocks (if any) and other sources 
of ‘above-ground’ metal, potentially including from current applications. However, for the purposes of this 
work, the only sources considered are mining (primary source) and recycling of iridium from EoL electrolysers. 
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realistic value based on internal modelling [38]. 
The iridium demand functions shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are convolu-

tions of the PEMWE capacity growth and the Ir-PD functions. The evo-
lution of the primary iridium demand (solid black lines) is similar for 
both the APS and NZE in their respective conservative and optimistic 
technological development scenarios, as primary demand peaks pre- 
2030, before decreasing significantly up to 2050. The peaks are 
caused by the rapid ramps in capacity while Ir-PD is still relatively high 
and the fact that a lack of EoL MEAs means recycling has not yet taken 
effect. The dramatic primary demand reductions after the peaks are due 
to rapid improvement in Ir-PD and significant amounts of recycled 
iridium (dashed black lines) starting to circulate in the sector, easing the 
pressure on primary iridium supplies. 

Fig. 3a shows that in order to meet the IEA APS forecast in the 
conservative scenario and with the stated assumptions, demand for 
primary iridium would peak at 4.7 t year-1 in 2024 (∼62% of global 
annual supply), before decreasing rapidly up to the mid-2030s. Given 
current iridium demand in other sectors [9], a 62% share for PEMWE in 
2024 is unrealistic. On the other hand, primary demand dips below the 
20% threshold by 2032, and remains comfortably below it through to 
2050. Indeed, the cumulative primary iridium demand up to 2050 
would be only 23% of the cumulative global supply over the same time 
period (Table 2). Therefore, while in the conservative scenario the APS 
would be limited by iridium supply in the near-term, more gradual 

capacity growth with a comparable final magnitude in 2050 would 
likely be possible. 

In the APS’s optimistic scenario (Fig. 3b), primary iridium demand 
follows a similar pattern to the demand in the conservative scenario, but 
with demand never rising above the 20% threshold through to 2050. The 
cumulative primary demand up to 2050 would only be 9% of cumulative 
supply. This is a significant finding, suggesting that if the optimistic 
scenario of technological development were realised, the IEA APS ca-
pacity projection would not be limited by global iridium supply. 

Fig. 4a shows that, if the conservative technological development 
scenario is assumed, the NZE’s primary iridium demand would peak at 
13 t yr-1 in 2028. This is unrealistically high, meaning that the NZE 
capacity projection would be limited by iridium supply. It should be 
noted that although the PEMWE sector would be self-sufficient after 
2038 due to the aggressive nature of the initial capacity increase leading 
to very large quantities of iridium re-circulating through recycling, 
primary iridium demand would once again materialise at some point 
after 2050 if the total capacity continued to grow and technological 
progress plateaued. 

On the other hand, if the optimistic scenario is assumed, the NZE 
projection would be significantly more attainable (Fig. 4b). Although 
primary demand would be above the 20% threshold between 2025 and 
2035, it would peak at only 2.5 t yr-1, or 34% of supply, and may be at a 
level that can be absorbed for a period of 10 years. After 2035, primary 

Fig. 3. Annual iridium demand, amount of recycled iridium and cumulative build-up of iridium over time in the PEMWE market in the IEA APS, considering the a) 
conservative and b) optimistic scenario of Ir-PD improvement (Fig. 2). Assumptions shown in Table 1. 
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demand would remain below the 20% threshold through to 2050, 
gradually decreasing to zero as the PEMWE sector becomes self- 
sufficient in terms of iridium thanks to effective recycling of the 
iridium involved in the initial capacity growth. Indeed, the cumulative 
primary demand up to 2050 is only 16% of cumulative global supply 
(Table 2), meaning that if the initial surge in demand can be absorbed by 
the market, the NZE capacity projection in the optimistic scenario could 
be realised in the long term without placing undue pressure on iridium 
supply. 

The pre-2030 peak in iridium demand is present in all the permu-
tations considered in Figs. 3 and 4. This implies that an expansion in 
PEMWE capacity that is more gradual up to 2030, but accelerates 
rapidly once iridium has accumulated in the sector, would represent a 
growth trajectory that would place less pressure on primary iridium 
supply, while still reaching a high capacity by 2050. This is illustrated by 

the comparison between the Hydrogen Council and IEA NZE targets in 
Fig. 1, where the Hydrogen Council’s capacity projection grows at a 
slower rate up to 2036, but significantly faster after that. Distributing 
the capacity growth in this way allows, in the optimistic scenario, for the 
Hydrogen Council’s projection to have a similar level of attainability in 
terms of iridium demand as the NZE (see Fig. S11 in the SI), despite 
reaching a 2050 total capacity that is 38% higher. 

It should be noted that using MEAs with shorter lifetimes could also 
help reduce the width of the pre-2030 peak and increase early-stage 
capacity growth, as the iridium locked up in MEAs would cycle 
through the recycling system earlier and would therefore be available 
for incorporation into new MEAs earlier. As the reincorporation of 
iridium is using the newer Ir-PD, it not only covers the capacity it is 
replacing but can be used for additional capacity. This is shown in the 
sensitivity studies in Fig. S7 and S8. 

Fig. 4. Annual iridium demand, amount of recycled iridium and cumulative build-up of iridium over time in the PEMWE market in the IEA NZE, considering the a) 
conservative and b) optimistic scenario of Ir-PD improvement (Fig. 2). Assumptions shown in Table 1. 

Table 2 
Key results for IEA APS and NZE iridium demand (Figs. 3 and 4).   

IEA APS PEMWE capacity target IEA NZE PEMWE capacity target 

Conservative Optimistic Conservative Optimistic 

Peak in primary iridium demand / t yr-1 4.7 1.4 13 2.5 
% of cumulative primary iridium supply required by PEMWE sector up to 2050 23 9 54 16  
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The PEMWE green hydrogen market share and the load factor affect 
the magnitude of the PEMWE capacity projections, with their iridium 
demand changing accordingly in the sensitivity studies shown in Figs. S5 
and S6. 

4. Modelling PEMWE capacity growth 

In this section, the potential capacity growth assuming a constrained 
primary iridium supply into the PEMWE sector was modelled. The 
model from Section 3 was used, but with the inverse equations, i.e. 
calculating the capacity addition possible from a given iridium supply, 
which are given briefly here. The assumptions are given in Table 1. 

First, the new capacity addition in year i (Ċprimary
i ) enabled by a given 

amount of primary iridium (İrprimary
i ) was calculated: 

Ċ
primary
i =

İrprimary
i

IrPDi
(5) 

Then, capacity that could be added using recycled iridium was 
calculated according to Eq. (6): 

Ċrecycled
i =

İrtotal demand
i− τ ⋅γrecycling

IrPDi
(6) 

Eq. (6) highlights how the capacity added τ years previously can be 
replaced with less iridium than was necessary at installation due to the 
improvement in Ir-PD with time (see Fig. 2). 

The new capacity added in each year was then obtained by sub-
tracting the capacity that must be replaced: 

Ċnew
i = Ċprimary

i + Ċrecycled
i − Ċreplacement

i (7)  

where Ċreplacement
i was again calculated using the normal distribution for 

MEA lifetimes. 
The total capacity can then simply be calculated according to Eq. (8): 

Ctotal
i = Ctotal

i− 1 + Ċnew
i (8) 

Sensitivity studies for MEA lifetime, PEMWE market share, load 
factor and iridium recycling rate can be found in this section and the SI. 

Fig. 5 shows the capacity increase made possible by given fractions of 
global annual primary iridium supply being available for the PEMWE 
sector, for both the conservative and optimistic technological develop-
ment scenarios, again assuming that the recycling efficiency of iridium 

from EoL MEAs rises from 70% in 2020 to 100% in 2035. 
Fig. 5a shows that, in the conservative scenario, a realistic 20% share 

of the primary iridium supply would enable 466 GW of PEMWE capacity 
to be installed by 2050 (orange line). This is close to the 577 GW tar-
geted by the IEA APS; indeed, it would be possible to match the 2050 
APS capacity target if ∼25% of primary iridium (1.8 t yr-1) were used for 
PEMWE each year. Although this is slightly above the 20% threshold 
discussed in the previous section, nonetheless it is still a relatively 
realistic level of demand. 

Fig. 5b shows that, in the optimistic scenario, the 20% primary 
supply share would allow 1.3 TW of installed capacity by 2050 (orange 
line). This is a significant finding, as it means that if optimistic tech-
nological advancement and recycling efficiency rising from 70% in 2020 
to 100% in 2035 onwards is assumed, the PEMWE capacity would sur-
pass the IEA NZE capacity target from 2045 onwards using only 20% of 
global supply. From 2032 onwards, the less ambitious IEA APS would be 
achieved using < 10% of global primary iridium supplies annually. This 
underlines the importance of improving the Ir-PD of PEMWEs through 
research and development. 

Fig. 6 shows a sensitivity study of the recycling efficiency of iridium 
from EoL MEAs, with the primary iridium input constrained at 20% of 
global supply. Recycling has a significant impact on PEMWE capacity 
growth. If no recycling is taken into account, global capacity would 
reach 173 and 505 GW by 2050 in the conservative and optimistic 
scenarios, respectively. If recycling rates were to stay at today’s assumed 
rate of 70% (i.e. open-loop with no further development in recycling), 
global capacity would increase to 348 and 985 GW by 2050. If recycling 
rates develop further in the future from today’s 70% to 100% (closed- 
loop) by 2035, global capacity would further increase to 466 GW and 
1.3 TW. Compared to a future pathway with no recycling, this is a 2.7x 
and 2.6x increase in capacity by 2050 for the conservative and opti-
mistic technological development scenarios, respectively (Table 3). This 
shows the importance of improving the technical processes for recycling 
iridium and the vital role that policy and legislation that encourages 
closed-loop recycling will play in the growth of PEMWE capacity. If the 
theoretical upper limit of 100% is not reached by 2035, a maximum 
recycling rate of 80% and 90% would still result in the optimistic sce-
nario 2050 capacity increasing 2.2x and 2.4x, respectively, compared to 
the case with no recycling. 

It is also noted that in the optimistic scenario, the 2050 IEA APS 
target (577 GW) is almost achieved with no recycling taken into account 
(505 GW) (red and solid black lines in Fig. 6b), using only 20% of global 

Fig. 5. Global PEMWE capacity increase if the mass of primary iridium available to the PEMWE sector annually is constrained at various values, considering the a) 
conservative and b) optimistic scenario of Ir-PD improvement (Fig. 2). The IEA APS, IEA NZE and Hydrogen Council projected capacities are included for comparison. 
Assumptions shown in Table 1. Versions of the graphs with insets showing the capacity growth between 2020 and 2035 are in the SI, Fig. S10. 
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iridium supply. This is significant as it shows that, although recycling 
would enable a much larger PEMWE industry, the future development of 
a large PEMWE industry is not predicated on iridium recycling, 
assuming that the optimistic reduction in Ir-PD can be met. 

The analysis presented in this section has shown that as long as 
sufficient improvements in Ir-PD and high iridium recycling rates 
(>90%) are achieved, a global PEMWE capacity of well over 1 TW can 
be achieved by 2050 without being limited by iridium supply. 

5. Technological levers to reduce iridium-specific power density 

Based on Fig. 2, reductions in Ir-PD by at least a factor of 10 will be 
necessary to enable the rapid expansion of PEMWE without being 
limited by primary iridium supply, for both the conservative and opti-
mistic scenario. The second half of this paper examines the technological 
levers that can be used to achieve these reductions in Ir-PD at the MEA 
level. MEA includes any configuration of the electrodes used in water 
electrolysis encompassing structures such as catalyst coated membranes 
(CCMs) and catalyst coated substrates (CCSs). In general, when Ir-PD 
targets and associated MEA performances are discussed, they are 
defined at the operational cell voltage values (Ecell, see Fig. 2b) corre-
sponding to their associated timepoint in the future. However, this 
makes comparison of future performances to each other and to literature 
testing difficult, because Ecell, the driving force of the reaction, is not 
constant. Therefore, to aid comparison, in the rest of the paper Ir-PD 
values and MEA performance metrics, such as resistive losses and cur-
rent densities, are sometimes defined at a common Ecell of 1.79 V (= 70% 
lower heating value (LHV) efficiency), which is used by other relevant 
publications as a reference voltage [27,41–43]. The normalisation is 
discussed in Section S6 and the reference voltage is made clear in each 
instance. 

The Ir-PD of a PEMWE can be calculated using Eq. (9), where the 
right-hand side of the equation shows that Ir-PD can be lowered by 
increasing the iridium mass-specific current (jmass, Amg− 1

Ir ) while 

keeping the cell voltage (Ecell, V) fixed: 

Ir − PD =
1

jmass⋅Ecell
(9)  

where 

jmass =
jgeo

LIr
(10) 

and jgeo: geometric current density (A cm-2), LIr: iridium loading of 
the MEA (mgIr cm-2). 

Ecell can be split into individual contributions as shown in Eq. (11): 

Ecell = EOER
eq + ηOER

kin + jgeo⋅(RHER
kin +Rmemb +Rel +Ran +Rcath +Rmt) (11) 

where EOER
eq : equilibrium potential for the OER (anodic half reaction), 

ηOER
kin : OER kinetic overpotential, RHER

kin : resistance associated with the 
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER, cathodic half reaction) kinetic 
overpotential (Ω cm2), Rmemb: PEM resistance, Rel: electronic resistance 
due to the bipolar plate, porous transport layer (PTL) etc., Ran and Rcath: 
resistance due to the anode and cathode catalyst layers (CLs), respec-
tively, and Rmt: mass transport resistance. 

In simplifying Ecell to Eq. (11), ηHER
kin was linearised. This is reasonable 

as several studies have shown that the HER is extremely facile on Pt/C 
and, therefore, the reaction is likely to be very close to the equilibrium 
potential even at current densities as high as 3 A cm-2 (ηHER

kin = 7 mV in 
Fig. 7). This means that the current density can be expressed as a linear 
function of ηHER

kin [44–46], such that ηHER
kin can be represented as the Ohmic 

resistive term jgeo⋅RHER
kin . 

All the Ohmic resistances in Eq. (11) can then be represented as a 
single resistance (Rcell), allowing it to be re-written as: 

Ecell = EOER
eq + ηOER

kin + jgeo⋅Rcell (12)  

where ηOER
kin +jgeo⋅Rcell is the total overpotential applied. 

Fig. 6. Sensitivity study of the effect of iridium recycling rates from EoL MEAs on global PEMWE capacity increase considering a a) conservative and an b) optimistic 
scenario of Ir-PD improvement (Fig. 2). The mass of primary iridium available to the PEMWE sector annually is constrained at a fixed value of 20% of annual global 
primary supply (1.5 t yr-1). The IEA APS, IEA NZE and Hydrogen Council projected capacities are included for comparison. Assumptions shown in Table 1. 

Table 3 
Key results for PEMWE capacity with a constrained primary iridium input (Figs. 5 and 6).   

2050 PEMWE capacity (20% iridium supply, 
recycling: 70% in 2020 →100% in 2035) 

2050 capacity increase for recycling 70% in 2020→100% 
in 2035 compared to no recycling 

Conservative scenario 466 GW 2.7x 
Optimistic scenario 1302 GW 2.6x  
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jgeo for a PEMWE MEA can be modelled based on the anodic Butler- 
Volmer equation: 

jgeo = j0,geo⋅exp
(

αOERzF
RT

⋅ηOER
kin

)

(13)  

where jgeo: geometric exchange current density, αOER: anodic charge 
transfer coefficient, z: number of electrons involved in reaction, F: 
Faraday constant (C mol-1), R: universal gas constant (J K-1 mol-1), T: 
temperature (K). 

Finally, the mass-specific polarisation curve for a PEMWE MEA can 
be modelled by rearranging Eq. 12 for ηOER

kin and substituting into the 
mass-specific analogue of Eq. (13): 

jmass = j0,mass⋅exp
(

αOERzF
RT

⋅ηOER
kin

)

(14)  

jmass = j0,mass⋅exp
(

αOERzF
RT

⋅
(

Ecell − EOER
eq − jgeo⋅Rcell

))

(15) 

Based on Eq. (15), at a given Ecell, jmass can be increased (and Ir-PD 
reduced) using the following technological levers: 

A) Reducing Rcell at fixed loading and j0,mass, which effectively in-
creases the ηOER

kin by reducing jgeo⋅Rcel, i.e. more of the total over-
potential is applied directly to the catalyst (higher ηOER

kin ), resulting 
in a higher jmass;  

B) Reducing loading at fixed j0,mass and Rcell, which again effectively 
increases the ηOER

kin applied to the catalyst;  
C) Increasing j0,mass at fixed loading and Rcell, i.e. improving the 

intrinsic activity of the catalyst. 

The various overpotentials in Eq. (11) can be deconvoluted using 
values from Bernt and Gasteiger [47] to examine levers A, B and C for 
reducing Ir-PD. The deconvoluted overpotentials for a representative 
current SoA electrolyser were plotted in Fig. 7 using literature values for 
the activity and resistance descriptors, which are shown in Tables 4 and 
6. Ran and Rcath were considered as protonic resistances only (Reff

H+,an and 

Reff
H+ ,cath), as at the relevant ionomer loadings protonic resistance domi-

nates the electronic resistance [48]. The Tafel slope ( RT
αOER

zF) was assumed 

to be constant, i.e. the same OER mechanism was assumed for all 
iridium-based catalysts (Table 4). For more details on the deconvolu-
tion, see Section S5. 

The largest contribution by far to the total overpotential at 2 A cm-2 is 
due to the OER kinetic overpotential (ηOER

kin , dark blue wedge in Fig. 7), 
which contributes ∼54% of the total for current SoA MEAs at 1.79 V. 
Clearly, the anodic IrOx catalyst is critical for reducing Ir-PD using levers 
B and C. A secondary effect of decreasing the iridium loading (lever B) is 
that a thinner CL may lead to a lower Reff

H+ ,an (teal wedge in Fig. 7), which 
at ∼7% is the third largest contributor to the total overpotential at 2 A 
cm-2. The catalyst strategies that can use levers B and C to reduce Ir-PD 
are the focus of Sections 6-8. 

The second largest overpotential is due to membrane resistance 
(jgeo⋅Rmemb, purple wedge in Fig. 7), which contributes ∼30% of the 
overpotential at 1.79 V for current SoA MEAs. Reducing the thickness or 
increasing the conductivity of the PEM lowers the resistive loss caused 
by it, allowing the MEA to reach higher current densities at the same cell 
voltage and iridium loading, leading to an improved Ir-PD (lever A). 
Currently, perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes are used, with 
125 µm thick Nafion® 115 considered as the current industry bench-
mark in commercial PEMWEs due to its adequate hydrogen crossover 
properties. Reducing the membrane thickness can lead to higher quan-
tities of H2 crossover leading to the possible formation of explosive H2/ 
O2 mixtures [50], which is exacerbated by both idling/low current 
density operation and high differential pressure (≥30 bar) operation. 
Furthermore, a thinner membrane can also shorten the lifetime of the 
MEA due to mechanical failures from pinhole formation and rupturing, 
as well as chemical failures due to membrane thinning from radical 
attack during operation [51]. Therefore, for thin membranes, higher 
mechanical strength, greater resistance to radical attack and reduced H2 
crossover will be necessary, either by changing the properties of the 
membrane itself or by additives such as reinforcements, radical scav-
enging and recombination catalysts [52–57]. However, we see this as an 
achievable technological advancement, allowing membrane thicknesses 
to be eventually reduced to ∼50 µm. Similarly, Ir-PD can also be reduced 
by improvements in PTLs and microporous layers, lowering the elec-
tronic resistance (Rel) during operation [58]. 

The overpotential due to mass transport resistance (jgeo⋅Rmt, yellow 
wedge in Fig. 7) is thought to be primarily due to a pressure build up at 
the cathode due to the flooding of pores in the CL [47]. The mass 
transport contribution shown in Table S11 can be minimised by opti-
misation of the PTLs, the microporous layers and the morphology of the 
cathode CL. The cathodic kinetic overpotential (ηHER

kin , green wedge) and 
the protonic and electronic resistive losses in the cathode CL (jgeo⋅Rcath

eff , 
red wedge) are minor in comparison to the other overpotentials, as the 
HER is very facile [44] and the carbon-supported Pt catalyst highly 
conductive. Indeed, the HER overpotential on Pt/C is typically < 5 mV 
at a current density of 2 A cm-2 and the total contribution of the cathode 

Fig. 7. Deconvoluted overpotentials for a current SoA MEA, see Tables 4 and 6 for assumptions and parameters. The technological levers for reducing Ir-PD are 
also shown. 

Table 4 
Parameters used in the MEA model. The PEM conductivity may change signifi-
cantly in the future if alternative technologies such as hydrocarbon membranes 
are developed.  

Parameter Value 

Tafel slope (IrOx value at 80 ◦C corresponding to [47,49]) 45 mV dec-1 

Operating temperature (T) 80 ◦C 
Operating pressure Atmospheric, balanced 
OER equilibrium potential (EOER

eq ) 1.18 V 
PEM conductivity (Nafion®) [47] 142 mS cm-1 

A) Rcell, which is dominated by Rmemb See Table 6 and S14 
B) MEA iridium loading (LIr) See Table 6 
C) Intrinsic catalyst activity (j0,mass) See Table 6  
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catalyst is thus < 2% of the total overpotential, in agreement with Bernt 
and Gasteiger [47]. 

6. Future pathways toward reduced iridium-specific power 
density 

The likelihood of the optimistic scenario for Ir-PD improvement (see 
Section 2) being realised using these technological levers can be eval-
uated by comparison to PEM hydrogen fuel cell technology. Fuel cell 
technology is at a more advanced stage of development than PEMWE, 
due to significant research focus since the early 1970s [59]. This, 
combined with the similarity of the technologies, means that comparing 
the degree of improvement in platinum-specific power density in fuel 
cells is a useful indicator of the progress PEMWE technology could make 
in the coming decades. The platinum-specific power density of fuel cells 
has reduced from ∼3 mgPt W-1 in 1991 [60] to 1.1 mgPt W-1 in 2005 [61, 
62] and 0.14–0.2 mgPt W-1 today [63,64], i.e. just over one order of 
magnitude reduction over three decades. The magnitude of this 
improvement is similar to the PEMWE Ir-PD improvement required by 
the optimistic scenario by 2050, (0.43 mgIr W-1 in 2022 down to 
0.04 mgIr W-1 in 2050, as shown in Fig. 2a), offering encouragement that 
the optimistic scenario can be realised. 

Different future technological pathways towards the optimistic sce-
nario’s Ir-PD targets were constructed in order to examine the relative 
importance of levers A, B and C for reducing Ir-PD. Pathways 1–3 were 
constructed by holding one of the three levers constant with time, while 
the other two levers were varied such that the optimistic scenario Ir-PD 
targets (Table 5) were met, as shown in Table 6. Each pathway effec-
tively investigates the relative importance of the lever that is held 
constant by demonstrating how much the other two levers need to 
compensate to get the same Ir-PD performance. In a fourth technological 
pathway, all three levers were varied to investigate their combined ef-
fect on Ir-PD. 

For simplicity and given that ∼67% of Rcell is contributed by Rmemb at 
2 A cm-2, Rmemb was used as a proxy for Rcell, i.e. Rmemb, instead of Rcell, 
was held fixed in Pathway 1. To further simplify the model, in Pathways 
1 and 4 the OER catalyst level levers of j0,mass and loading were linked as 
dependent variables by holding their product, j0,geo, constant (Table 6). 
In effect, this means that we are choosing one of an infinite number of 
pathways for how j0,mass and loading can vary with respect to each other 
to match the Ir-PD performance targets. While it is impossible to predict 
which pathway the technology will take in the future, in our opinion the 
value of the product chosen here showcases realistic pathways. 

For each pathway, corresponding MEAs were modelled using Eq. 
(15). The equivalent analysis for the conservative scenario can be found 
in the SI. 

The starting point for each pathway was a current SoA MEA. The SoA 
j0,mass value at 80 ◦C of 1.48 x 10-7 A mgIr

-1 was extrapolated from the 
temperature dependent study of exchange current densities completed 
by Lettenmeier et al. [38]. The catalyst used in this study was an 
amorphous IrOx catalyst with an iridium metal core, which are known to 
be highly active towards the OER [48–50]. 125 µm thick Nafion® 115 
was used as the SoA membrane. Rcell was calculated based on the work of 
Bernt and Gasteiger [37], as a function of the thicknesses of the mem-
brane and the anode CL, to be 0.131 Ω cm2 (for details and the calcu-
lated Rcell values, see Section S5). The SoA loading used is 1.89 mgIr 
cm-2, which is in line with multiple industrial reports [2,7,22,26]. 

In Pathway 1, the membrane thickness, and, therefore, Rmemb, was 
held constant. While the loading reduction required to match the 2030 
optimistic target is considered to be feasible, hitting the 2050 target 
would require iridium loading to reduce to 0.06 mgIr cm-2. As discussed 
in Section 2, MEAs with very low loadings of iridium will be difficult to 
reach due to dissolution. In the optimistic scenario, we consider MEAs 
with relevant lifetimes to be prohibitively difficult to reach below 
iridium loadings of 0.10 mgIr cm-2 (cf. 0.22 mgIr cm-2 for the conserva-
tive scenario) due to iridium dissolution. Therefore, the Pathway 1 2050 
loading is considered unfeasible. The projected 30x increase in j0,mass by 
2050 would also be very challenging: for comparison, while research in 
hydrogen fuel cell technology has managed to increase the j0,mass of the 
hydrogen oxidation reaction by a factor of ∼ 23 in wet cell testing, so far 
this has only translated to a ∼ 3.5x increase in MEA performance [51], 
although this may improve in the future with MEA optimisation. This 
suggests that the projected 30x increase in the j0,mass of IrOx for the OER 
in a MEA is unrealistic, barring a step-change in catalyst activity. These 
difficult targets show that reducing membrane thickness (and therefore 
Rmemb) will be crucial to meeting the optimistic scenario’s Ir-PD targets. 

Pathway 2, where loading was kept constant, produced non-sensical 
values for j0,mass in 2030 and 2050. This is because in order to match 
higher jmass values at the same loading, jgeo would have to be so high that 
the resistive term in Eq. (15) becomes unrealistically large. 

In Pathway 3, j0,mass was fixed and the membrane thickness reduced 
from today’s 125 µm to 80 and 50 µm by 2030 and 2050, respectively, 
with 50 µm being the lower limit, as discussed above. This means that 
the voltage loss at 2 A cm-2 due to Rmemb decreases from 176 mV in 2022 
to 113 mV in 2030 and 70 mV in 2050, respectively. We consider these 
reductions in membrane thickness to be feasible if the improvements 
discussed in Section 5 can be implemented. In this pathway, reaching 
the 2030 optimistic Ir-PD target is feasible in terms of loading, but 
hitting the 2050 target again requires iridium loadings to reduce to 
below 0.10 mgIr cm-2 by 2050. As discussed above, we consider loadings 
< 0.1 mgIr cm-2 to be unfeasible. This shows that a reduction in mem-
brane thickness of this scale and realistic reduced loadings alone are 
unlikely to be sufficient to reach the 2050 optimistic Ir-PD target. 

Table 5 
Ir-PD targets for the optimistic scenario.   

2022 2030 2050 

Optimistic Ir-PD target at future Ecell (Fig. 2b) / mgIr W-1  0.43  0.05  0.04 
Optimistic Ir-PD normalised to 1.79 V / mgIr W-1  0.45  0.04  0.01  

Table 6 
Membrane thickness (Rmemb) (lever A), iridium loading (lever B) and j0,mass (lever C) for MEAs corresponding to the different technological development pathways in 
the optimistic scenario. Variables that are held constant in each pathway are in italics and underlined. For assumptions, see Table 4.   

A) Membrane thickness (cf. Rmemb) / μma B) Loading / mgIr cm-2 C) j0,mass x 10-7 / A mg− 1
lr 

2022 2030 2050 2022 2030 2050 2022 2030 2050 

Cell operating voltage (Ecell) / V 1.80 1.75 1.58 1.80 1.75 1.58 1.80 1.75 1.58 
Optimistic Ir-PD target / mgIr W-1 0.43 0.05 0.04 0.43 0.05 0.04 0.43 0.05 0.04 

Pathway 1: Fixed membrane (Rmemb) 125 125 125 1.89 0.20 0.06 1.5b 14 45 
Pathway 2: Fixed loading 125 80 50 1.89 1.89 1.89 1.5b N/A N/A 
Pathway 3: Fixed (j0,mass) 125 80 50 1.89 0.23 0.05 1.5b 1.5 1.5 

Pathway 4: All varied 125 80 50 1.89 0.27 0.10 1.5b 10 27 

a Membrane conductivity assumed to be constant. b Extrapolated from [49]. 
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Therefore, increasing the intrinsic activity of the catalyst will also be 
necessary. 

The fact that, in Pathway 2, where loading was fixed, not even the 
2030 Ir-PD performance can be met with today’s loadings shows that, 

within the boundary conditions of the model, lever B (reducing iridium 
loading) is more effective in lowering Ir-PD than levers A (reducing 
Rmemb) and C (increasing j0,mass), especially in the short term. The rela-
tive impacts of levers B and C on Ir-PD are shown graphically in Fig. 8a, 
where the Ir-PDs (contour lines) of MEAs are shown as a function of the 
iridium loading (x axis) and j0,mass (dashed lines), for a fixed Rcell cor-
responding to a 50 µm membrane. Ir-PD can be reduced by 1) travelling 
along the diagonal arrow, i.e. decreasing the iridium loading at a fixed j0, 

mass (lever B) and by 2) travelling along the vertical arrow, i.e. increasing 
j0,mass at a fixed iridium loading (lever C). The effectiveness of reducing 
loading is shown by the fact that a 0.10 mgIr cm-2 MEA with today’s SoA 
j0,mass (yellow dashed line) can reach an Ir-PD as low as 0.07 mgIr W-1 at 
1.58 V (≈ 0.02 mgIr W-1 at 1.79 V), which is below the 2030 target at 
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Fig. 8. a) Contour plot of Ir-PD at 1.58 V (solid 
lines) as a function of geometric current density at 
1.58 V ( j1.58V

geo ) and iridium loading for MEAs with 
the 2050 optimistic scenario characteristics, i.e. 
with Rcell = 0.065 Ω cm2 corresponding to 50 µm 
thick Nafion® 212 and an operating voltage of 
1.58 V. Dashed lines indicate constant j0,mass. The 
optimistic scenario Pathway 4 performance is 
marked by a cyan cross. The best performing 
literature catalysts in each category and some 
other notable examples from Section 7 are also 
marked (light blue cross: nanoparticles, pink 
crosses: supported catalysts, green crosses: 
extended surface catalysts, orange cross: mixed 
oxide catalysts) [34,35,66–70]. Please note these 
were also normalised to the 2050 membrane (50 
μm) using Eq 16 i.e., the current densities marked 
here may differ to the original datasets in the 
source publications, which often used membranes 
with a different thickness. Equations for plotting 
can be found in Section S7. b) Modelling PEM 
water electrolyser MEAs meeting the 2022, 2030 
and 2050 optimistic Ir-PD performance targets for 
Pathway 4 (for equivalent analysis of the other 
pathways and the conservative scenario, see the 
SI). The iridium loading, mass-specific exchange 
current density (j0,mass) and the membrane thick-
ness (Rmemb) are variables, as shown in Table 6. 
Assumptions are shown in Table 4. The thickness 
of the lines corresponds to how far in the future 
they are. Note that the scales of the y axes are not 
directly related to each other, as each MEA has a 
different functional relationship between jmass and 
Ir-PD.   

Table 7 
The characteristics of the modelled MEAs for the optimistic Pathway 4 scenario.  

Optimistic Pathway 
4 MEA 
characteristics 

Membrane 
thickness (Rmemb) 
/ µm 

Loading / 
mgIr cm-2 

j0,mass x 10- 

7 / A mg− 1
Ir 

Ecell at 2 
A cm-2 / 
V 

2022 125 1.89 1.5 1.74 
2030 80 0.27 10 1.65 
2050 50 0.10 27 1.61  
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1.79 V (Table 5). However, while reducing loading is the most effective 
lever, increasing j0,mass (and reducing membrane thickness) will still be 
necessary to hit the optimistic 2050 Ir-PD target with loadings ≥
0.10 mgIr cm-2. 

Indeed, the combined effect of using all three levers simultaneously 
in Pathway 4 is that a loading reduction to 0.10 mgIr cm-2 is sufficient to 
reach the 2050 optimistic Ir-PD target, as shown by the cyan cross in 
Fig. 8a. This loading value is more reasonable than the loadings in 
Pathways 1 and 3, because it is at the 0.10 mgIr cm-2 threshold discussed 
above and is therefore considered to be achievable with strong techno-
logical advancement in terms of dissolution. Additionally, j0,mass only 
needs to improve by a factor of 18, rather than 30 as in Pathway 1, where 
Rmemb was fixed. The deconvoluted overpotentials for Pathway 4 are 
shown in Fig. 7 (2022) and in the SI (2030 and 2050). It is important to 
note that although the iridium loading is higher in Pathway 4 compared 
to Pathways 1 and 3, the usage of iridium per kg of hydrogen produced is 
fixed from Fig. 2 to be exactly the same at each future timepoint for all 
four pathways. 

A caveat is that an early step-change in the membrane thickness or 
conductivity could significantly alter this picture. For example, Hystar 
AS’s PEMWE technology looks to avoid the formation of explosive H2/ 

O2 mixtures by diluting the crossover hydrogen with air on the anodic 
side of the MEA. While this does not address any inherent mechanical 
strength or degradation issues in the membrane, it is claimed to enable 
the use of a 20 µm thick PFSA membrane [65], which would allow the 
iridium loading to be as high as 0.51 mgIr cm-2 rather than 0.27 mgIr 
cm-2 for Pathway 4 in the 2030 optimistic scenario. Additionally, the 
development of hydrocarbon membranes could also significantly reduce 
Rmemb due to increased membrane conductivity [142]. Such improve-
ments in membrane technology could ease the pressure to develop more 
active catalysts and CLs with lower loadings, shifting the research focus 
more towards improving MEA durability. 

In Fig. 8b, model MEA performances corresponding to the optimistic 
Pathway 4 scenario were plotted using Eq. (15), with Table 7 summa-
rising the practical parameters of these MEAs for experimentalists to 
compare their results against. The mass-specific polarisation curves 
(blue lines) illustrate the scale of the challenge to reduce Ir-PD. In the 
optimistic scenario, the iridium mass activity produced by an electro-
lyser at 1.79 V will have to increase from today’s 1.2 A mgIr

-1 to 13 A mgIr
-1 

by 2030 and 44 A mgIr
-1 by 2050 (all normalised to 1.79 V = 70% LHV 

efficiency for comparability as mentioned in Section 5, see Table S16), 
all while maintaining equivalent operational lifespan. The red lines in 
Fig. 8b also show how the corresponding Ir-PD of each MEA changes 
with Ecell. 

Fig. 8b can be used to discuss the likely operating voltage of elec-
trolysers in the future. Ecell (horizontal axis) may be thought of as part of 
a PEMWE plant’s operational expenditure (OpEx), as the cell voltage is 
proportional to electricity usage. The Ir-PD (right-hand axis) can be 
thought of as the iridium-dependent portion of a plant’s capital expen-
diture (CapEx), as a lower Ir-PD means less iridium used in MEAs to 
make hydrogen over the MEA’s lifetime. To minimise OpEx, operating 
voltage should be reduced by moving to the left along the red lines in 
Fig. 8b, while to minimise CapEx and avoid iridium supply constraints, 
Ir-PD should be minimised by moving to the right along the red lines. 
The most cost-effective balance of these opposing cost drivers will help 
determine the ideal operating voltage of a PEMWE plant. 

Fig. 2b shows how governmental/intergovernmental organisations 
currently expect operating voltage to change with time. Given that 
electricity cost is projected to account for 70–90% of the cost of green 
hydrogen in the long term [71], it is likely that plants will balance 

Fig. 9. Schematics illustrating the various iridium-based OER catalyst strate-
gies: a) nanoparticulate; b) supported nanoparticulate; c) core-shell structure; 
d) extended surface structure; e) mixed oxide. 

Fig. 10. PEMWE MEA performance at 80 ◦C and atmospheric pressure of various iridium-based OER catalysts gathered from the literature [34,35,49,66–70,72,73, 
77,82,84,97,99–101]. a) Polarisation curves were obtained by iR-correcting the test data using the Ohmic resistance value given within the corresponding reference 
and then applying a uniform Rcell of 0.131 Ω cm2 (Nafion® 115) to make the datasets comparable (see Eq. 16). Line thickness is representative of the iridium loading, 
which ranges 0.11 – 2.5 mgIr cm-2. The black lines represent model MEA performances for the optimistic scenario with a fixed Nafion® 115 membrane (Pathway 1 in 
Table 6). b) The average Ir-PD of the catalyst strategies evaluated based on the literature datasets. The black lines show the optimistic scenario target Ir-PDs nor-
malised to 1.79 V (Table 5). The jmass values of the black lines correspond to the intersection points of the black polarisation curves with the 1.79 V line in a). 
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between runing at the minimum voltage possible while still allowing 
Ir-PD to be high enough to avoid the expansion of the PEMWE market 
becoming limited by iridium supply. On the other hand, in a future 
where renewable electricity becomes more abundant and cheaper than 
expected (i.e. significantly less than 60 € MWh-1 in 2050 in the EU [71]), 
electrolysers could be run at higher voltages to further reduce Ir-PD. 

7. Review of iridium-based catalyst strategies 

To reach the optimistic Ir-PD targets using the catalyst focused levers 
B and C discussed above while being industrially relevant, an IrOx 
catalyst used in a MEA will have to fulfil some key requirements:  

• high intrinsic iridium mass activity (optimistic 2022–2050 j0,mass: 
1.5–27 x 10-7 A mgIr

-1, see Table 6);  
• good stability against iridium dissolution and other degradation 

mechanisms (optimistic dissolution rate: < 2.0 x 10-6 mgIr cm-2 h-1 by 
2050 (calculation in Section S2.5));  

• the ability to form uniform CLs with reasonable laterally conductive 
at loadings < 0.3-0.5 mgIr cm-2 to enable high catalyst utilisation 
within the layer [27,42,76]  

• synthetic method readily scalable for manufacture. 

There are various catalyst strategies that can be used to improve the 
Ir-PD of PEMWEs using the catalyst focused levers B and C (illustrations 
in Fig. 9):  

• Nanoparticulate: pure iridium or iridium oxide nanoparticles [49,68, 
72–76]  

• Supported nanoparticulate: iridium or iridium oxide nanoparticles 
on metal oxide support [34,35,70,77–83]  

• Core-shell structures: iridium or iridium oxide shell around a core of 
a different composition [84–87]  

• Extended surface structures: iridium or iridium oxide catalysts with 
continuously connected surface areas [67,88–94]  

• Mixed oxides: mixed oxide of iridium and other elements, including 
where the other elements cause structure changes, for example pe-
rovskites, pyrochlores and hollandites [69,73,95–98] 

To compare the current SoA performance of these different catalyst 
strategies, a large set of mass-specific polarisation curves tested at 
equivalent temperature and pressure (80 ◦C and atmospheric pressure, 
see Table S17) were collected from the literature. Note that for the 
purposes of this review, core-shell catalysts were categorised as sup-
ported catalysts. The datasets were normalised by first subtracting the 
reported Ohmic resistance to give Ohmic resistance-free MEA testing 
data (jgeo vs EiR− free). Then, a consistent cell resistance corresponding to a 
current SoA MEA (i.e. with Rcell = 0.131 Ω cm-2 for 125 µm thick 
Nafion® 115, see Table S14) was added according to Eq. (16), allowing 
the literature testing data to be compared to each other as if they were 
effectively tested in the same electrolyser, as shown in Fig. 10a. While 
we realise the running conditions (e.g. water flow rate, clamping pres-
sure, etc.) and cell design (e.g. flow field plate, PTL type, etc.) can have an 
effect on the testing, it was felt this was as close to a like to like com-
parison as possible. Nafion® 115 was chosen as it is the current industry 
standard in terms of durability and performance. 

Ecell = EiR− free + jgeo⋅Rcell (16) 

The line thickness in Fig. 10a was adjusted according to the iridium 
loading in the respective MEAs. The black lines show model MEA 
polarisation curves corresponding to the optimistic MEAs in Pathway 1, 
see Fig. S14b. Pathway 1 was used because the fixed membrane thick-
ness (Nafion® 115) allows comparison with the literature catalysts. 

The fact that the light blue lines which corresponding to nano-
particulate catalysts are generally thicker shows that these catalysts are 
used at higher iridium loadings, and therefore fail to advance much 

beyond the 2022 optimistic performance (solid black line in Fig. 10). 
This is because these catalysts have a high iridium volume density, 
leading to the formation of disconnected ‘islands’ in the CL below a 
loading of ∼0.3-0.5 mgIr cm-2, where the catalyst is effectively elec-
tronically isolated from the rest of the layer [27,42,76]. The inability of 
nanoparticulate catalysts to form conductive CLs with loadings 
< 0.3-0.5 mgIr cm-2 limits their ability to use the lever of lower loadings 
to improve the Ir-PD of PEMWEs. This effect means that to achieve the 
Ir-PD targets going forward, nanoparticulate catalysts need to signifi-
cantly improve their j0,mass. Developments in this direction include 1) 
very high surface area catalysts, leading to a highly active catalyst that 
can get close to the 2030 optimistic scenario Ir-PD (e.g. Adams fusion 
IrO2, [68]) and 2) catalysts with higher surface area-specific OER ac-
tivity, for example by having a hydrated iridium oxide surface (Alfa 
Aesar Premion (AA), [84]). 

On the other hand, supported nanoparticulate catalysts (pink in 
Fig. 10) have demonstrated lower Ir-PDs compared to nanoparticulate 
catalysts, with some testing performances even surpassing the 2030 
optimistic target of 0.04 mg W-1 at 1.79 V (Table 5) [34,35,70]. The 
primary effect here is likely to be the lowered iridium volume density of 
the catalyst, as the supporting metal oxide effectively disperses the IrOx 
nanoparticles. This means that for the same amount of iridium, a thicker 
CL will be formed, resulting in homogeneous and conductive CLs with 
loadings as low as 0.11 mgIr cm-2 having been demonstrated [34,70]. A 
secondary effect is that supporting IrOx nanoparticles on a high surface 
area metal oxide maximises the number of surface iridium sites available 
for catalysing the OER, therefore increasing j0,mass. A further advantage 
may be the so-called catalyst-support interaction, where the electronic 
interaction with the metal oxide support also increases j0,mass [78,102, 
103]. 

A note of caution on supported catalysts, however, is that the nature 
of the supporting material imposes its own limitations. Non-conductive 
supports such as TiO2 are demonstrated to be stable under PEMWE 
conditions [35]. However, the conductivity of the catalyst drops off 
below an iridium content corresponding to the percolation threshold 
(where conduction pathways are no longer possible), which Oakton et al. 
[104] found to be around 40 mol% (65 wt%) for their particular cata-
lyst. Therefore, non-conductive supports are limited in the reduction in 
iridium loading they are able to achieve. Furthermore, using electro-
catalysts containing TiO2 has been shown to lead to degradation of the 
PEM in fuel cells through a Fenton reaction [105], casting doubt on its 
suitability as a viable catalyst support in PEMWE. Conductive supports, 
such as doped tin oxides, can form conductive CLs with significantly 
lower iridium loadings [34,70,81,82]. However, their stability under 
PEMWE is unproven and the work of Geiger et al. [106] has shown that 
dissolution of the dopants can lead to a loss in conductivity over time. 
Therefore, while supported nanoparticulate catalysts have the potential 
to reach very impressive Ir-PDs, further work is necessary to prove their 
stability or to find conductive support materials which are more stable. 

Iridium-based extended surface structures (e.g. nanorods, nanowires, 
thin films etc., green in Fig. 10) are able to get close to the 2030 opti-
mistic target. Fewer oxide-oxide interparticle interactions due to the 
continuous connectivity of the catalyst surface in two dimensions lead to 
CLs that retain a high layer conductivity even at loadings as low as 
0.2 mgIr cm-2 [66,67]. These materials can be made via physical vapour 
deposition [88,92], atomic layer deposition [83], de-alloying [91–93], 
spin coating [16,107] and more conventional wet-chemistry synthetic 
methods [78]. A notable commercial example is the 3M nanostructured 
thin film (NSTF), where a continuous layer of iridium is deposited onto 
whiskers of an organic crystal [66,88]. However, these materials are 
often composed of metallic iridium or amorphous IrOx, which have been 
shown to be significantly less stable towards dissolution in wet cell 
testing than crystalline IrO2 [31,108–110]. On the other hand, the 3M 
NSTF material has shown negligible performance loss over 5000 h in 
MEA testing at 2 A cm-2 [88]. Further work is necessary to investigate 
the stability of extended surface structures in MEA testing. 
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Mixed iridium oxides (orange in Fig. 10) can improve the Ir-PD by 
thrifting iridium. Alloying iridium with ruthenium results in the for-
mation of a ruthenium-rich core, iridium-rich shell structure during 
operation, due to the preferential dissolution of ruthenium from the 
surface [111,112]. These catalysts have promising performance, as they 
effectively replace the core of the iridium nanoparticles with signifi-
cantly cheaper, but still relatively stable ruthenium [69,73,113,114]. 
Until the ruthenium has leached from the surface, it also contributes an 
activity benefit, as it is more active than iridium for the OER. Other 
alloying options working on a similar principle are tin and nickel [86, 
97]. 

Mixed oxides can also improve Ir-PD by increasing the intrinsic OER 
activity of the catalyst. For example, Sun et al. [115,116] found that the 
beneficial shifting of electronic energy levels, brought about due to 
distortion of the IrO6 octahedra in various mixed oxides, increased the 
fundamental activity of these materials. Similarly, Willinger et al. [117] 
showed that hollandite-like K0.25IrO2 mixed oxides had improved 
intrinsic activity, which they attributed to the presence of more 
edge-sharing IrO6 octahedra. Various iridium-based perovskite struc-
tures have also been shown to have significantly improved activity [95, 
118,119]. 

While some mixed oxide catalysts have shown promising intrinsic 
activities at wet cell level [95,96,115–118], there are limited reports 
with MEA level testing available, with the exception of 
iridium-ruthenium catalysts, which are well documented. This may 
imply that mixed oxides often have stability issues and further research 
would be beneficial to understand their potential. 

Given that high iridium recycling rates from EoL MEAs will be crucial 
to avoid a scenario where the growth of the PEMWE market is limited by 
iridium supply, it is important to ‘design-to-recycle’ when developing 
novel catalysts. For example, when developing supported or mixed 
oxide catalysts, the extra recycling cost incurred by introducing ele-
ments additional to iridium should be balanced against their perfor-
mance improvement. The extra cost is the result of needing to separate 
the additional elements from the iridium in the recycling phase. 

The effectiveness of these four catalyst strategies in reducing Ir-PD is 
shown in Fig. 10b, where the average Ir-PD of each strategy at 1.79 V is 
plotted. When the test data for a catalyst did not reach 1.79 V, an 
extrapolation of the linear section of the polarisation curve was per-
formed to deduce Ir-PD at 1.79 V. To aid comparison, the optimistic Ir- 
PD targets were normalised to 1.79 V (see discussion in Section 5) using 
the Pathway 4 polarisation curves in Fig. 8b (see Table 5). Based on the 
literature data, the effectiveness of the different strategies in reducing Ir- 
PD was found to be in order of supported nanoparticles ≈ extended 
surface structures > mixed oxides > nanoparticles, although it should 
be noted that the large standard deviations in the literature datasets 
mean there is a possibility for these to reorder. A more detailed dis-
cussion, including a stability aspect, is given in the next section. 

While so far this review has considered the differences between 
catalyst strategies, significant improvements in Ir-PD can be achieved by 
optimising the anode CL without altering the nature of the catalyst itself. 
Optimising the CL can lower Ir-PD both through improving the structure 
of the CL itself (e.g. lower Ran

eff due to optimised porosity), and by 
lowering the threshold loading below which poor quality CLs are 
formed. This effect can be illustrated by considering the AA catalyst. Van 
Pham et al. [84] tested an AA MEA with a loading of 1.2 mgIr cm-2, 
achieving a power density of 0.42 mgIr W-1 at 1.79 V (Table S17). In 
comparison, Su et al. [100] found that they were able to lower the 
loading to 0.38 mgIr cm-2 through optimisation the CL and the use of a 
novel coating method, achieving a power density of 0.06 mgIr cm-2 at 
1.79 V. Despite using the same commercial anode catalyst, the Ir-PD was 
improved by an order of magnitude to close to the 2030 optimistic 
target. The bulk of this improvement can be attributed to the lower 
iridium loading enabled by the more optimised CL structure. Su et al. 
[100] claimed that a high interfacial contact between the membrane and 
the CL, along with the uniformly porous structure of the CL, were 

responsible for the improved performance. 
The fact that Fig. 10 features some catalysts that are already hitting 

the optimistic scenario’s 2030 Ir-PD target suggests that the catalyst 
activities and loadings necessary for the optimistic scenario will be 
technologically feasible, even if, as discussed in the next section, 
achieving the required catalyst lifetimes will be challenging. This offers 
encouragement that the optimistic scenario can be realised. Some of the 
best performing literature catalysts from Fig. 10 were plotted in Fig. 8a 
to show their positions in the j0,mass and iridium loading parameter space. 

8. Future outlook and catalyst degradation 

Given that in Section 6 it was found that reducing the MEA iridium 
loading is the most effective lever for lowering Ir-PD within the 
boundary conditions of the model, in our opinion more research should 
be focussed on developing catalysts that can be formulated into homo-
geneous and conductive CLs even at very low loadings. As discussed 
above, this requires catalysts with lower iridium volume densities or 
extended surface structures, so that conduction networks in the CL are 
retained even at loadings < 0.3-0.5 mgIr cm-2. To gauge this develop-
ment strand, it would be helpful if the iridium volume density of novel 
catalyst materials were reported, as done by Bernt and Gasteiger [42]. 

Alongside iridium volume density, performance stability also re-
quires greater focus when designing novel catalysts, especially since 
lower loadings can lead to faster performance degradation [32,120], as a 
larger fraction of iridium sites are lost at an equivalent rate of iridium 
dissolution. Performance loss over the course of MEA degradation 
testing should be provided alongside activity measurements as standard, 
and compared to the DoE’s 2030 target of 1.6 µV h-1 at 3 A cm-2 [28]. 
Degradation testing can be performed either via constant voltage or 
current holds, or via accelerated stability testing (AST) using a fluctu-
ating voltage profile [69,121–125]. Constant hold degradation testing 
should be > 1000 h to allow for meaningful long-term stability data to 
be gathered beyond the initial ∼100 h needed to condition the MEA [69] 
and to allow for the performance to stabilise [43]. Alternatively, a 
suitable AST needs to be developed. However, work is still needed to 
verify whether ASTs are measuring the degradation mechanisms that 
occur in the real system, rather than accelerating degradation mecha-
nisms that are unlikely to occur under standard operation. Alongside 
electrochemical degradation testing, iridium dissolution and migration 
observations made using a number of in situ and post mortem analytical 
techniques can help deduce the performance loss due specifically to the 
anode catalyst [32,33,126–129], and should be compared to the iridium 
dissolution rate of < 2.0 x 10-6 mgIr cm-2 h-1, as stated in Section 7. This 
is important because performance loss in MEAs can occur for several 
different reasons [19]. 

Wet-cell (e.g. flow cells, gas diffusion electrode cells and the rotating 
disk electrode) testing is useful for assessing the activity and stability of 
novel catalyst materials where access to MEA testing is not available, or 
if catalysts were produced in smaller quantities than needed for MEA 
testing. Iridium dissolution can be screened via ex situ inductively 
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), while in-depth under-
standing of the dissolution mechanism can be gained by coupling to 
techniques in situ, such as ICP-MS [108,109,130] and electrochemical 
quartz crystal microbalance [128,131]. Care must be taken on how 
catalyst degradation in wet-cell testing is related to degradation in MEA 
testing, since it has been shown that the two are not directly relatable 
due to a harsher operating environment and bubble formation in the 
wet-cell [132–134]. However, some studies are starting to align the 
trends between the two techniques [133–135], and we believe wet-cell 
degradation testing still has a place in the field as a complementary 
technique. Nonetheless, novel catalysts should be tested at the MEA 
level at an early stage to ensure they fit the other criteria, such as pro-
cessability into a conductive CL. 

It would be helpful if these degradation testing techniques were 
organised into standardised degradation testing protocols, similarly to 
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the DoE protocols for fuel cells [136,137]. The current lack of stand-
ardisation is exemplified by the catalysts discussed in Section 7. While 
most of the datasets in Fig. 10 were reported alongside degradation 
testing data (Table S17), these degradation tests were often run at 
different current densities, making comparison of degradation difficult. 
Furthermore, most of the degradation tests were well under 1000 h, 
making it difficult to reliably estimate their rate of performance loss 
[43]. Also, the degradation tests were carried out on MEAs with different 
loadings, which affects their degradation rates. Therefore, while Fig. 10 
provides a good overview of the activity of these catalysts, further 
standardised degradation testing would be necessary to compare them 
on the grounds of stability and assess their viability for industrial use. 

Although the fact that Fig. 10 features some catalysts that are already 
hitting the optimistic scenario’s 2030 Ir-PD target is encouraging, the 
CLs made from these catalysts must sustain a similar level of activity 
over the MEA’s lifetime, which will be a significant research challenge 
given that lower loading CLs tend to degrade more rapidly due to 
iridium dissolution [32]. As discussed in Section 2, the current minimum 
iridium loading necessary to avoid complete dissolution of an amor-
phous IrOx CL over a 10-year operational lifetime was estimated as 
0.65 mgIr cm-2, based on an electron microscopy study of the MEA after 
degradation testing (see Section S3.5) [33]. This means that if catalyst 
stability cannot be significantly improved, the loadings on the order of 
0.1 mgIr cm-2 necessary to reach the optimistic Ir-PD targets would not 
be possible. This is underlined by the fact that only a few of the catalysts 
in Fig. 10 have degradation rates below 10 µV h-1, as shown in Table S17 
(cf. DoE 2030 target of 1.6 µV h-1). On the other hand, Lewinski et al. 
[88] and Gasteiger et al. [43] have demonstrated SoA MEAs with load-
ings of 0.25 mgIr cm-2 showing performance loss within the DoE target 
over > 3000 h of testing, demonstrating the possibility of developing 
very low loading MEAs with sufficient stability at the laboratory scale. 
Nonetheless, in our opinion greater focus should be placed on leveraging 
the growing understanding of iridium dissolution mechanisms [18,108, 
109,138–141] to develop catalysts that are more stable towards 
dissolution. 

Care must be taken when evaluating synthesis methods for industrial 
use, as many methods are not readily scalable for manufacture, e.g. 
electrochemical leaching. Ideally, a synthesis would avoid highly dilute 
solutions and reaction times longer than a few hours. 

9. Conclusions 

The present study investigates the Ir-PD targets that must be ach-
ieved in the future to avoid a situation where PEMWE capacity is limited 
by iridium supply, models the future iridium demand of the PEMWE 
sector and reviews the ability of different catalyst development strate-
gies to reach the Ir-PD targets. 

A review of the Ir-PD targets put forward by governmental/inter-
governmental organisations and the academic literature was used to 
model a conservative and an optimistic scenario of technological prog-
ress in terms of Ir-PD, reaching 0.10 and 0.04 mgIr W-1, respectively, by 
2050. The conservative scenario was limited to 0.10 mgIr W-1 to take 
into account that there might always be a certain amount of iridium 
dissolution that prevents loadings less than ∼0.2 mgIr cm-2 being used. 

For each of these technological development scenarios, the annual 
iridium demand of the PEMWE sector was calculated for capacity 
growth trajectories based on the IEA APS, IEA NZE and Hydrogen 
Council projections, respectively. The recycling rate was assumed to 
increase linearly from 70% in 2020 to the theoretical maximum recy-
cling rate of 100% by 2035, although sensitivity studies for recycling 
rate and other assumptions were provided. 

For the IEA APS in the conservative scenario, the annual primary 
iridium demand of the PEMWE sector would be over 20% of global 
annual primary supply up to 2032. We consider 20% of annual global 

supply (1.5 t yr-1) to be a realistic and feasible portion of the primary 
iridium market for the PEMWE sector to command. Therefore, in the 
APS’s conservative scenario, the roll-out of PEMWE capacity would 
likely be limited by primary iridium supply. 

On the other hand, in the optimistic scenario of technological 
progress, the primary iridium demand of the IEA APS capacity growth 
would remain below the threshold of 20% of annual primary supply 
through to 2050, and therefore would not be constrained by iridium 
supply. Indeed, in this scenario the PEMWE sector would require only 
9% of cumulative global primary iridium supply up to 2050. 

In the conservative scenario, the IEA NZE capacity growth projection 
would require improbable quantities of iridium up to 2037, and is 
therefore considered to be unrealistic. In the optimistic scenario, how-
ever, while iridium demand would still breach the 20% threshold for a 
period of 10 years, only 16% of cumulative global primary iridium 
supply is required up to 2050. Therefore, if the initial surge in primary 
iridium demand could be absorbed by the market, the IEA NZE would be 
attainable with the optimistic technological development scenario and 
very high recycling rates. 

The PEMWE capacities that could be reached if a given portion of 
global primary iridium supply was available to the sector each year were 
also modelled. With the realistic constraint of 20% of iridium supply 
applied and again assuming that the recycling rate rises linearly from 
70% in 2020 to 100% in 2035, the global installed PEMWE capacity 
would reach ∼470 GW by 2050 in the conservative scenario, and ∼1.3 
TW by 2050 in the optimistic scenario. Compared to a scenario with no 
iridium recycling, this represents a ∼2.7x increase in capacity, demon-
strating the importance of implementing high iridium recycling rates 
from EoL MEAs. That being said, the development of a large-scale 
PEMWE industry is not predicated on iridium recycling, as in the opti-
mistic technological development scenario the IEA APS 2050 target 
capacity can almost be reached with no recycling assumed. 

The key technological levers for enabling PEMWE expansion free of 
iridium supply constraints are increasing the intrinsic OER activity of 
the catalyst (j0,mass), decreasing iridium loading (LIr) in MEAs and 
reducing the thickness of the PEM (reducing Rmemb). Modelling of future 
MEA performances found the effectiveness of these levers in lowering Ir- 
PD to be in the order of decreasing catalyst loading > increasing j0,mass ≈

decreasing Rmemb through thinner membranes. A target 2050 MEA was 
also put forward, with a loading of 0.1 mgIr cm-2, OER catalyst j0,mass of 3 
x 10-6 A mgIr

− 1 and a 50 µm PFSA membrane. 
A literature review comprising MEA testing of the different iridium- 

based OER catalyst strategies found their effectiveness in reducing Ir-PD 
to be in the order of supported nanoparticles ≈ extended surface 
structures > mixed oxides > nanoparticles. Indeed, it was shown that 
supported nanoparticulate and extended surface structure catalysts are 
already able to achieve MEA performances corresponding to the opti-
mistic scenario’s 2030 target, although the stability of their performance 
requires further investigation. Future catalysts should have a lower 
iridium-specific volume density and high conductivity, allowing them to 
form homogeneous and conductive CLs even at loadings < 0.3-0.5 mgIr 
cm-2. Significant further work is needed to improve catalyst stability 
towards dissolution to enable MEAs with industrially relevant lifetimes 
to be developed. 

Although the optimistic scenario of Ir-PD reduction is highly chal-
lenging, based on the literature MEA performances reviewed and the 
fact that the degree of improvement in PGM utilisation necessary in 
PEMWE has already been achieved in PEM fuel cells over a similar 
timeframe, in our opinion it is feasible. This means that, if high recycling 
rates are implemented, global PEMWE capacity could reach up to 
∼130 GW by 2030 and ∼1.3 TW by 2050 using only 20% of global 
annual iridium supply. 
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